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What is your biggest plan after you finished your studies? Do you want to apply abroad or stay here in the Philippines and serve our country? Perhaps there are a lot of alternative choices that you can make. Others want to continue their masters and pursue their doctoral degree to be able to extend their professional growth, or you can apply for a job and raise a simple business. Well we have the freedom of choice. We are mature enough. We know what’s right from wrong is.

Yesterday, we were just kids full of innocence in this challenging world we live. Those were the days we were filled with eagerness and a never ending excitement that childhood offered. Finishing your studies is a single step to victory. We are one step forward in achieving our dreams. Knowing that in a way, we are on the road to maturity. Remember to do the best that we can be. This is not the end of our journey. This is only the beginning. We should strive hard to achieve our dreams in life. We should always look on the brighter side of life.

Finishing our studies is not an end to memorable school years of childhood; a transition of higher level of learning. Always remember the many lessons you have learned for the past four years you have in the school. College life is another journey. Trials and hardships are part of our destiny. We should continue searching for the right path toward success. Remember that Education is our blue print or spring to reach our goals in life.

As we immerse in this jungle world, keep our ambitions alive. No matter how frustrating and depressing our surroundings maybe, look at the obstacles to attain our
dreams as a challenge to prod us to try harder. Don't forget to always go back to where we started and let's give our deepest gratitude to all those who have helped us; classmates, friends, teachers, parents and most especially to the Almighty God for all the blessings. Let’s pray and ask for his guidance. Be humbles always. We should keep our feet on the ground. May the Almighty god continuously guide us in whatever field we want to pursue.
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